Introduction and statement of results
All groups considered in the present paper are supposed to be finite. Following [2, 3] where M (G) is the Schur multiplier of G and J 2 (G) = ker κ is the kernel of the epimorphism of groups
From [2, 3] , one can see that κ induces the central extension
Brown and Loday [3] described widely the role of J 2 (G) and of G ⊗ G in algebraic topology, showing that the third homotopy group of the suspension of an Eilenberg-MacLane space K(G, 1) satisfies the condition
We can find the definitions of homotopy groups and Eilenberg-MacLane spaces in [17] and in [8, pp. 87, 365, 393, 410, 453, 475] . Further information can be found also in [4] , which is a recent work on nonabelian algebraic topology.
Briefly, we note that the nonabelian tensor product is used to describe the third relative homotopy group of a triad as a nonabelian tensor product of the second homotopy groups of appropriate subspaces. More specifically, let a CW-complex X be the union X = A ∪ B of 2 path-connected CW-subcomplexes A and B , whose intersection C = A ∩ B is path-connected. Suppose that the canonical homomorphisms
, where the groups π 2 (A, C) and π 2 (B, C) act on each another via π 1 (C). Therefore, restricting the structure of the nonabelian tensor product π 2 (A, C) ⊗ π 2 (B, C), we have information on π 3 (X, A, B) (for more specific properties of (1.3), the reader may refer also to [6, 9] ).
Rocco [15] and later Ellis [5] showed that where exp(G ab ) = p e is the exponent of G ab (e is a positive integer). If G ab is an elementary abelian p-group, then one can see that (1.4), (1.5), and (1.6) are all equal. This is to testify that (1.6) is sharper than (1.5) and (1.4) for p -groups that do not have elementary abelianization.
We inform the reader that numerical inequalities of a similar form were recently addressed in [1, 14, 13] and have motivated us to write the present paper. The purpose of the present paper is in fact a further investigation of the order of the tensor square of nonabelian p -groups and its relations with algebraic topology. We concentrate on nonabelian p -groups, because the nonabelian tensor square of abelian groups is the usual abelian tensor square for which all is already known.
Our first main theorem generalizes (1.6) and consequently (1.5) and (1.4).
Theorem 1.1 Let p be a prime and n, m be positive integers. A nonabelian p -group G of |G| = p
n and
Let us denote with D 8 , Q 8 , E 1 , and E 2 the dihedral group of order 8, the quaternion group of order 8, the extraspecial p-group of order p 3 and exponent p , and the extraspecial p -group of order p 3 and exponent p 2 , respectively.
In case m = 1, Theorem 1.1 may be still improved, providing information on the explicit structure of the group. This is the purpose of our second main theorem.
Theorem 1.2 Let p be a prime and n a positive integer. If G is a nonabelian p -group of |G| = p
and the equality holds if and only if G is isomorphic to H × E , where
It easy to see that the bound of Theorem 1.1 is sharper than (1.4), unless G is isomorphic to Q 8 or E 1 . This indirectly gives a new criterion for detecting the size of the third homotopy groups of a suspension of an Eilenberg-MacLane space.
Corollary 1.3 Let p be a prime and nandm positive integers. A nonabelian p -group G of |G| = p
In particular, if m = 1 , then Terminology and notations are standard and follow [2, 3, 4, 8, 11, 16, 17] .
Proofs of the main results
The following 2 propositions recall some homological conditions about the existence of exact sequences for the nonabelian tensor products of groups. In some of these propositions and in some of the successive results, it may be useful to denote with C (k) p s the direct product of k -copies of the cyclic group C p s of order p s (here s and k are positive integers and p a prime).
Proposition 2.1 (See [2], Proposition 9) Given a central extension of groups
there exists a group homomorphism φ and an exact sequence
Proposition 2.2 (See [2], Propositions 13, 14)
We have that
2 × C 4 and that
It is shown in [1, 2, 3, 13] that it is possible to combine (1.1) and (1.2), getting
We also recall that M (G) is exactly the second homology group H 2 (G, Z) over G with integral coefficients.
The next lemma provides analogies when we have an extraspecial p-group of order p 3 with p ̸ = 2 .
Lemma 2.3 For an odd prime p , we have E
p .
Proof 
In case of E 2 , we can prove analogously that
The next result can be found in [12] , so its proof is omitted. 
Lemma 2.4 (See
Proof (i). The proof is an upstanding result of Proposition 2.1 while Z = G ′ .
Let [11] , we recall that
for 2 positive integers u and v and that
for (the usual abelian tensor product of) given abelian groups A , B , C , and D . These rules will be often applied in the next lines.
Since
On the other hand, [2, Proposition 3 (10)] implies that
In order to justify the last inequality, it is enough to compare the polynomial (n − 1) + 2((n − 3) + (n − 4) + . . . + (n − k − 1)) + k in the variable n (and fixed k ) with the polynomial (n − 1) 2 + 2 in the variable n and this can be done in the following way. Since G ab is not elementary and m k ≥ 2 , we have k ≤ n − 2 . Then
where in the last step we use the Gauss formula,
for the sum of the first (n − 3) integers. Now
as claimed.
(ii). Since G ab is a vector space over C p , we may consider the complement
Moreover, H is extraspecial and G = HZ(G). This implies the existence of an epimorphism
Letting |Z(G)| = p k and |H| = p 2h+1 , we can suppose that k ≥ 2 by using Proposition 2.2. Now the following 2 cases can be considered. Case (ii).1. First suppose that h ≥ 2. 
In order to justify the last inequality, it is enough to compare the polynomial 4h 2 + 2ht + n − 2h + 2((n − 2h − 2) + . . . + (n − 2h − t)) in the variable n (and fixed h, t ) with the polynomial (n − 1) 2 + 2 in the variable n .
One way is the following. Since G ab is not elementary and 
